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Waking Up with the Duke Well I did not expect to LOVE this book but I absolutely did and did one thing I have not done
in a long time read this book in 24 hours. I could not put it down.

Plot[ edit ] The author of best-selling western novels, Bronco Bob Mitchell Dick Foran , has never set foot in
the west. A newspaper article has exposed this fact to his fans, and his image is suffering because of it. He
decides to make an appearance at a Long Island charity rodeo to bolster his image. When a steer escapes while
he is riding a horse nearby, he is thrown. Not knowing what to do, a cowgirl, Anne Shaw Anne Gwynne ,
comes to his rescue and saves his life by bulldogging the steer. Bob follows her with the hopes of making
amends, and actually learns how to be a real cowboy. They are not very good at their job, and soon cause
enough havoc that they hide from their boss. Their hiding place winds up being a cattle car and they soon find
themselves on their way out west. When they arrive, Willoughby accidentally shoots an arrow into an Indian
tepee. Custom says that this is a proposal, but Willoughby and Duke soon run in fear when the Indian maiden
inside the tent turns out to be plump and unattractive. Anne concedes and begins to instruct Bob on the ways
of cowboy life, while Willoughby and Duke are still menaced by the Indians. Eventually Anne decides that
Bob has improved enough to enter him on their team at the state rodeo championship. Unfortunately a
gambler, Ace Henderson Morris Ankrum , has made large bets against the ranch and has his gang kidnap Bob
and Alabam. Willoughby and Duke unwittingly come to the rescue while they are running from the Indians,
and everyone returns to the rodeo in time. Bob, finally a true cowboy, rides a bronco long enough to win the
championship. The Indians catch up to Willoughby there, but as a joke, his bride turns out to be Duke. Music
and Dance[ edit ] Ella Fitzgerald , in her first screen role, plays Ruby, who fills several roles as one of the
employees of the ranch. Later in the film, she can be seen removing an apron before singing. Ella sings "
A-Tisket, A-Tasket " in the bus, as the ranch crew drives from the railway station to the ranch. Ruby and the
other employees interact playfully during the song. In the one dance scene in the film, a square dance is being
held in a barn. Do a square dance, but make it jump. The Macs sing "Ruby, Ruby. We want Ruby", and ask
her to come out and sing jive. She takes off her apron and sings a few verses. Still singing, she introduces
dancers who will "show you how they drop the square. Back in Harlem up on Sugar Hill. Ruby and the Macs
each take a turn with additional verses, and over a dozen couples take the floor doing swing. Well known
swing dancers Dean Collins and Jewel McGowan dance alongside the other couples in this scene. Although
Dean is known for a smooth style of Lindy, he and Jewel perform two "around the block" moves, as well as
some energetic kicks during their short time on camera. Most of the songs in the film are cowboy songs ,
which were very popular at the time. The presence of Ella Fizgerald and swing dancers demonstrates another
popular music and dance of the early s. Musical numbers were staged by Nick Castle.
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In Waking up with the Duke a married woman has an affair with her crippled husband's best friend. Their story,
beautifully written by Lorraine Heath, is a moving and lovely read. Their story, beautifully written by Lorraine Heath, is a
moving and lovely read.

Their story, beautifully written by Lorraine Heath, is a moving and lovely read. If not for an overly dramatic
scene near the end of the book, it would have been a DIK for me. The heroine of the novel, Lady Jayne
Seymour, has devoted herself to caring for her husband, Lord Walfort. Their carriage crashed; Walfort was
terribly injured and left paralyzed from the waist down. Ainsley is grief stricken as well. He was driving the
carriage the night of the accident and blames himself for all Walfort â€” and Jayne â€” lost with the crash. He
knows Jayne loathes him for his carelessness that night and makes every effort to stay out of her sight. So,
when Walfort asks him to come early to the first hunt he has hosted since his accident, Ainsley wishes he
could say no. When he arrives, however, Ainsley is unprepared for what Walfort asks of him. Ainsley believes
that it would devastate Jayne to betray her sacred marriage vows. Walfort, though, is determined. By the end
of the hunt, Walfort has won: Once at Blackmoor, Ainsley does everything in his power to make Jayne
comfortable in his home and in his bed. She has asked their lovemaking be brief, they never kiss, and she take
no pleasure from his touch. She is there for Walfort and makes it clear she disdains Ainsley. But as the two
begin to spend all their time together, Jayne realizes her perception of Ainsley as a cad is false. He, in the way
he treats her and those around him, is a good and honorable man. He never kisses her, but he pleasures her
beyond anything she could have ever imagined. With Walfort, she shared a bed and a home. With Ainsley, she
shares her true self. Heath, however, gives the reader one other: It is uncommon in literature to show older
women, let alone grandmothers, as sexy, passionate, desirable, and vibrant. Tessa, at age 53, is all those things
and the scenes with her and Oliver, an artist with a great sense of humor, were among my favorites in the
book. I also found Walfort compelling. His reasons for pushing his wife and his cousin together are complex.
He has his own secrets and in many ways is the villain of the piece. He is refreshingly morally ambiguous and
is a nice change from the unadulterated evil villains often found in historical romance. Heath has written an
excellent book with Waking up with the Duke. As I turned the pages, I wondered how she would write a
viable happy ending for Jayne and Ainsley without resorting to strained plot devices. Heath, who has done her
research on 19th century medicine, resolves her story in a creative and satisfying way. Suffice to say, I felt
Jayne waited too long to make a choice she clearly could and should have made sooner. This book has enough
genuine pathos and drama in it and did not need the addition of over the top melodrama to give it resonance.
Waking up with the Duke is one of her best. Buy Waking up with the Duke:
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It was a part of the story and those things happen in real life, whether we agree or disagree. Tina Jul 03,
Intensely romantic. For me, the hero made the book. That is not to say I did not like the heroine Jayne. I
thought she was pitch perfect. Christine Dec 05, I must confess that I had my doubts about this book from the
moment I read the synopsis. I could not put it down. Ainsley is a Duke we have been reading about in the first
two books of this series In books where the heroine is married to so This is my first book I have read from
Lorraine Heath and I really enjoyed it. I thought that this book was going to be a little different however, I
loved the plot and the developement of all the characters. Charlotte Featherstone Jul 05, 24 pages in and
already my emotions and heart are engaged! I need to slow down, to take my time and absorb it, savor it like a
decadent piece of chocolate. A nearly impossible task, Heath writing is that good! And Ainsley is that perfect!
Duchess Nicole Sep 01, 4. And I suggest skipping them altogether if you are so inclined, just to get to Ainsley.
The youngest brother, he has been the constant voice of reason, so steadfast and responsible in his Duke-ly
duties. He is old beyond KatLynne Jun 25, After reading the synopsis I was a bit skeptical about the story but
as soon as I started reading the book all my doubts were forgotten. And what made this one work for me is the
omission of the heartbreaking decept Jacqueline Jul 28, Wonderful. This is an angsty read about a woman
married to a man who had been injured in a carriage accident and is unable to make his wife pregnant.
Because the cousin, Ainsley, was the one driving the carr Buggy Jan 21, Opening Line: Absolutely perfect
romance filled with great dialogue and moments of humour amidst all the angst. Loved everything about it,
and really, really wondered how No action, adventure, suspense, swashbuckling. Only the total investment of
the heart to see that the one you love is given whatever they need or desire; no matter the cost to oneself. The
romance of Ransom and Jayne is both OMG, there was so much angst, emotion, secrets, betrayal and longing.
I loved Ainsley, absolutely loved him. Could there be a more caring, loving, not to mention sexy hero as him?
Lorraine Heath proves yet again why she is one of my top favourite authors with this beautifully written and
wonderfully romantic love story. Ainsley really made this book for me. I love how he treats Jayne Walfort sdh
3 thn mengalami kecelakaan jadi tidak bisa menunaikan kewajibannya sbg suami. Jayne tadinya ogah dgn
tawaran tsb, namun akhirnya tdk kuasa jg menolaknya. Having thoroughly enjoyed Lorraine Heath? James
series, I have purchased a number of her other books and picked this title from , hoping for Dinjolina Jun 16, I
have waited so long for this book and the blurb for it made me pre-order! After reading it I have this bitter
sweet taste in my mouth and while I write this rew I almost wish I never read it. The love story between the
hero and heroine was very sweet Jen Davis May 23, As much as I love Regency Romance novels, most of
them have two things in common that I could really live without: A young innocent, virginal heroine The first,
I find unrelatable and get somewhat irritated that an insipid 19 year-old is th Spacklefritz May 05, Not sure
what to rate it. So regardless about my iffy status before reading the book, I ended up liking it. I think Heath
did a well job in portraying how the situation affected the three people involved, more focusing on Ains
Lindsay Nov 22, So I read it because I had seen references to it on several HR lists and blogs and because of
its high rating. Lady Wesley Jan 07, What an intriguing plot! Lord Walfort is paralyzed from injuries suffered
in a carriage accident. The carriage was driven by his best friend the Duke of Ainsley, a rich, handsome expert
in the art of lovemaking. Lorraine Heath outdid herself in this one,i f Wollstonecrafthomegirl May 29, Well,
this was lovely and quite angsty and then lovely again. I raced through it. Disabled husband, sad heroine,
rakish lover, baby making bargain, eventual pregnancy, a secret family, death of husband, reconciliation and
marriage Heath is a good author, her books always catch my emotions and sometimes left me with a big anger
stuck in my heart li Daniella Dec 19, Warning: This review is filled with spoilers, profanities, and graphic
threats of violence against a specific character that would make Hannibal proud. Sammy Dec 23, This book
made me feel, for a lack of a better term, like crap. The heroine was stripped off her dignity by the betrayal of
her husband and it was not fully restored by the end of the book. My biggest issue here is the lack of respect
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A young innocent, virginal heroine The second generally makes me impatient and frustrated. It would be easy
to say I was crazy about this book because it features a grown woman with a sexual history --and becau As
much as I love Regency Romance novels, most of them have two things in common that I could really live
without: It would be easy to say I was crazy about this book because it features a grown woman with a sexual
history --and because we get to the action quickly. There was even more to fall in love with. Jayne is a loyal
and loving wife to Walfort. Three years ago, her husband was in a carriage accident that left him paralyzed. In
addition to the obvious hardship of his care, she also lost the baby she was carrying due to the stress of his
near-death experience. And she has no chance to have another, since the accident robbed him of the ability to
make love. Walfort decides his wife deserves a baby, and he gets it in his head to ask his best friend Ainsley to
get the job done. Ainsley is notorious rake and he still feels guilty that he escaped the carriage accident
unscathed, when Walfort was so badly injured. Jayne is appalled by the idea. Not only is she a woman utterly
devoted to her husband, but she blames Ainsley for the accident and hates his guts. But Ainsley uses his
exceptional charms to change her mind --and soon she is at his county estate for a month of, er, family
planning. Jayne is a really great lead. She is a good woman, who is struggling to deal with the terrible hand
life has dealt her. The romance is both sexy and quite lovely. The first half of the book flies by. And as the
inevitable happens, the book does lose a little bit of steam. It takes Jayne a little too long to come around. And,
of course, we do get there. At no time did I ever find fault with Jayne for falling in love with Ainsley. If
anything, as the book progressed, I find her husband to be more and more of a slimy toad, unworthy of his
wife. This was a good one. Lorraine Heath proves yet again why she is one of my top favourite authors with
this beautifully written and wonderfully romantic love story. Ainsley really made this book for me. I love how
he treats Jayne with such patience and sensitivity; how he is totally devoted to fulfilling her every desire; how
he makes her feel treasured. He wanted her to have happiness. He wanted to give her what Walfort could not,
regardless of I love this book! He wanted to give her what Walfort could not, regardless of the cost to himself.
My heart went out to Jayne. She has lost everything but still shows strength and courage. Pleasure, hope,
possibilities, dreams, passion. I love how Ms Heath shows the relationship between Ainsley and Jayne slowly
changing over the course of the month they spend together. She makes their romance both believable and
emotionally satisfying. She was capturing more glimpses into the man, and each one touched her heart. His
mouth left hers, to journey along her flesh, trailing across her neck, teasing the delicate underside of her chin.
Lower, to her shoulders. A love bite there. Walfort is a difficult character to define. I was so pleased to see
them finally get their Happy Ever After. His arm came around her, holding her near. It took long moments for
their breathing to return to normal, for their hearts to stop pounding. Content, she began drifting off to sleep.
Chapter 5 : Waking up with the Duke (Audiobook) by Lorraine Heath | racedaydvl.com
New York Times bestselling author Lorraine Heath's delights and enchants, moves and mesmerizes historical romance
readers with Waking Up With the Duke, the third installment in her unforgettable series in which the rakish sons of a
scandalous Dowager Duchess, discover passion, pleasure, and true love.

Chapter 6 : Without Prescription! - Canadian Pharmacy Buy Cialis
Buy a cheap copy of Waking Up With the Duke book by Lorraine Heath. "Lorraine Heath's books are always
magic."â€”Cathy Maxwell"She writes the most powerfully moving love stories in romance today."â€”Jill Barnett"Heath
steals your heart.
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Just waking up my bestfriend so he didn't get in trouble!

Chapter 8 : Download eBook: Waking Up With the Duke â™¯ [Lorraine Heath] â™¦ Free Read Book Online
9 quotes from Waking Up With the Duke (London's Greatest Lovers, #3): 'I would rather be a cripple and have your love
for all of a single moment than to.

Chapter 9 : Waking Up With the Duke | Lorraine Heath | | NetGalley
Waking up my dog with slice of ham in his face.
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